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RE: INQUIRY INTO DRUG LAW REFORM
Vic drug laws rediculous.
Victoria's drug laws are ineffective, irresponsible and a waste of money, they do not support the idea of public
safety and have a heavy use of fear tactics as a deterrent. The majority drug users are not bad people in my
experience, they have no ill intent, they cause no harm or theft yet are currently being persecuted like despicable
and dangerous criminals.
Our current laws are set up for revenue collection, traffic and drug laws in particular, when some one is tested for
driving under the influence of alcohol, safe and unsafe blood alcohol levels have apparently been scientifically found
and set in law and people are now either dismissed or charged based on these parameters for so many hours or
days, If i was to be tested for alcohol whilst driving and mild traces of alcohol were found in my blood that are
considered a safe level, I would not be charged but if I tested positive for a minuscule amount of narcotics i would
be instantly charged, that system is not fair, not just.
Drug manufacturers are not about a good time, they are not about safety, they do not feel responsible for possible
damages, they are strictly about quick money and they don't care if someone dies, as long as their contacts see
them as good for business they will be continually employed. Simple testing can put a slow down on all that, if drug
distributors had access to testing they would have more control over what is getting out there and would want to
supply what the users want, testing equals knowledge which turns into power which creates a safer Victoria for all, i
could share a few more points with ease but I'm sure others all ready have done so, Thank you very much for your
time.
‐‐ T. Collins.
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